The sensitivity of computed DFT (Density Functional Theory) molecular properties (including energetics, geometries, vibrational frequencies, and infrared intensities) to the radial and angular numerical integration grid meshes, as well as to the partitioning scheme, is discussed for a number of molecules using the Gaussian 98 program system. Problems with typical production grid sizes are particularly acute for third-row transition metal systems, but may still result in qualitatively incorrect results for a molecule as simple as CCH. Practical recommendations are made with respect to grid choices for the energy(+gradient) steps, as well as for the solution of the CPKS (Coupled Perturbed Kohn-Sham) equations.
I. INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Density Functional Theory (DFT) [1, 2] has in recent years become both a powerful and a very commonly used tool for studying molecular electronic structure. In addition to usually reliable energetics, the availability of analytical first and second derivatives for the DFT approaches allows for easy calculation of geometric structure and vibrational frequencies.
The rate-determining step in molecular DFT calculations using Gaussian basis sets is usually the evaluation of various integrals over the exchange-correlation functional and its geometric derivatives. In practice the three-dimensional numerical integration is carried out as a weighted sum of three-dimensional integrations in polar coordinates centered on atoms A:
in which the r g and w g are numerical quadrature abscissae and weights, respectively, and the partitioning function p A satisfies A p A (r) = 1 for all values of r. In other words, p A acts as a 'fader function' between grids centered on different atoms.
Quite separate from issues involving the basis set and mathematical form of the exchangecorrelation functional, which determine the accuracy of the calculation, the choice of atomic integration grid and partitioning can have a profound impact on its numerical precision (together with trivial parameters like convergence criteria). Especially since an increasing proportion of users of quantum chemical software in general -and DFT methods in particular -are experimental chemists without prior background in electronic structure theory, the tendency exists to simply rely on the built-in defaults of various codes.
In the present paper, we shall report a number of problems which may arise in this fashion. Because of its great popularity and widespread use, our discussion will focus on the Gaussian 98 [3] program system. We wish to emphasize, however, that the issues raised in the present work could arise with other DFT codes. We note that some codes try to minimize possible numerical problems by the use of large default integration grids and/or by variation of the grid mesh with the atom type. While the use of very large grids certainly avoids 2 numerical problems, it can lead to prohibitively expensive calculations for larger systems.
Therefore, it is of interest to find the smallest grid that will yield precise results for molecular properties.
Before proceeding to discuss our results, we shall first briefly review some relevant mathematical aspects.
II. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
The atomic integration grid is built up naturally as the direct product of radial and angular grids:
The angular grid itself can be either a direct product of appropriate one-dimensional Gauss quadrature grids (e.g., Gauss-Legendre or Gauss-Chebyshev), or (more efficiently) can be a two-dimensional Lebedev grid [4] which exactly integrates spherical harmonics up to a certain order. (In order to integrate spherical harmonics up to order L exactly, the direct product of grids with (L + 1)/2 abscissae in θ and L + 1 abscissae in φ requires (L + 1) 2 /2 angular quadrature points, compared to approximately (L + 1) 2 /3 for the corresponding Lebedev grid [5] .)
The radial grids discussed in the present paper are all of the Murray-Handy-Laming (MHL) variety [6] (following ideas first proposed by Boys and Handy [7] ), in which the infinite interval r = [0, ∞] is remapped onto the finite interval q = [0, 1] by means of the change of variable r = α(q/(1 − q)) m ; the integration in q is then approximated by EulerMaclaurin summation. (The latter is facilitated by the fact that d n r dq n vanishes at q = 1 for all n, and at q = 0 up to n = 3m − 1 inclusive.) Empirically, m =2 is found to yield the best results [6] , and α should be dependent on the atomic radius for best results. The following working equations arise for abscissae and weights:
3 in which N is the number of radial points and R is taken empirically [6] as one-half the Bragg radius of the atom on which the grid is centered (except for hydrogen, where R is set equal to the Bohr radius).
For molecular calculations, the partitioning function p(r) introduced in Eq.(1) needs to be defined. One common choice is due to Becke [8] . Consider the confocal elliptical coordinate µ AB = r A − r B /R AB (in which r A and r B are distances towards nuclei A and B,
and R AB represents the internuclear distance), and define p(µ) = 1 2
is the 'cell function'. The extreme choice g(µ
Heaviside-type step function) would actually represent a scheme in which space is simply partitioned into Voronoi polyhedra: this will obviously be a numerically unstable scheme, since molecules by definition have appreciable electron density ρ (of which the integrand is a functional) near bond midpoints µ AB = 0. Becke [8] proposed to use a smoother
Stratmann, Scuseria, and Frisch (SSF) [9] proposed to use a piecewise function instead, namely g(
otherwise, where the scale factor a = 0.64 was determined empirically. 1 The SSF partitioning is reported to be numerically somewhat more stable, and in addition lends itself well to linear-scaling implementations [9] .
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
All calculations were carried out using Gaussian 98 Rev. A7 [3] running on various workstation computers at NASA Ames Research Center and the Weizmann Institute of Science.
A variety of Gaussian basis sets was used, including the Pople group 6-31G*, 6-31+G*, 1 As pointed out by a referee, this latter expression is equivalent to eq. (24), with m=3, of Ref.
[6], although a piecewise g(µ) was not proposed there.
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and 6-31++G** basis sets [10] , the Dunning cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis sets (correlation consistent [11, 12] polarized valence double and triple zeta, respectively), and the Hay-Wadt LANL2DZ (Los Alamos National Laboratory 2 Double-Zeta [13] ) basis set-relativistic ECP combination.
In virtually all cases, the very popular B3LYP (Becke 3-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr) hybrid exchange-correlation functional [14, 15] was used, except for some test calculations using the earlier BLYP (Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr [15, 16] ) or BP86 (Becke-Perdew 1986 [16,17] ) functionals.
We consider three types of grids:
• (nn,mmm), meaning the direct product of an nn-point Euler-Maclaurin radial grid with a two-dimensional Lebedev grid with mmm angular points;
• (nn,mm,2mm), meaning the direct product of an Euler-Maclaurin grid with nn points in r and of Gauss-Legendre quadratures with mm and 2mm points in θ and φ, respectively;
• (nn,mmm)p, i.e. pruned (nn,mmm) grids. In pruned grids [18] , the number of angular points is varied with the radial coordinate, with the full number of mmm only being used at r values relevant for conventional chemical bonding. In Gaussian 98, the following pruned grids are implemented: (35,110)p (invoked with the keyword "Grid=Coarse"), (50, 194) p (the SG-1 grid [18] invoked with the keyword "Grid=SG1"), (75,302)p (invoked with the keyword "Grid=Fine"), and (99,590)p (invoked as "Grid=UltraFine"). Pruned grids are only implemented for elements up to and including krypton: for heavier elements, the corresponding unpruned grid is substituted. (We note that in the implementation in Gaussian 98, the cutoff radii between segments with different angular grid meshes are dependent on the row in the Periodic Table: this in effect does result in some grid quality adjustment with the atomic number.)
In frequency calculations using analytical second derivatives [19] , Gaussian 98 permits the use of different grids for the evaluation of the energy and gradient on the one hand, and for the solution of the CPKS (coupled perturbed Kohn-Sham) equations on the other hand. The defaults of the program correspond to "Int(Grid=Fine) CPHF(Grid=Coarse)"; specifying "Int(Grid=UltraFine)" implies "CPHF(Grid=SG1)" by default.
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Unless noted otherwise, tightened convergence criteria were used in geometry optimizations.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. CCH radical
The acetyl radical is linear with a 2 Σ + ground state. At the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ level with the default grid combination, however, one surprisingly finds (Table I ) not only an imaginary bending frequency, but that the two "degenerate" components differ by 64 cm partitioning. This clearly suggests that sensitivity is greatest to the CPKS grid.
Using the (75,302)p grid for integration and varying the CPKS grid from the associated (35,110)p default, we find that the spurious imaginary, nondegenerate bending frequencies disappear upon using either the unpruned (35,110) or the larger pruned (50,194)p grid.
However, errors of about -10 and -7 cm −1 in the bending frequency remain, and are not reduced to the 1 cm −1 range until a (75,302)p or even (75,302) CPKS grid is substituted.
Upgrading the energy grid to (99,590)p does not affect these conclusions.
Surprisingly, using a (99,974) grid for both integration and CPKS yields slightly different frequencies for the two components of the π bending mode.
Upon finding an imaginary frequency, one is tempted to displace the molecular geometry in the direction of that mode and reoptimize the geometry. Following this procedure, using the Gaussian 98 defaults (an energy grid of (75,302)p, a CPKS grid of (35,110)p, and the SSF weights), one obtains a HCC angle of 171.1 degrees and three real frequencies. However, one of the six trivial vibrations (i.e., overall translation and rotation, which should have exactly vanishing frequencies in an infinitely precise calculation using a rotationally invariant method) has a frequency of 508i cm −1 . Thus lowering symmetry has just made the numerical problem less obvious.
Unlike the frequencies which show a large sensitivity to the choice of grid, the total energy of CCH is in error by less than 1 microhartree for all grids studied. Considering the small effect on the energy, it is not surprising that the CCH results are most sensitive to the CPKS grid. None of the grid combinations considered in Table II lead to nonequivalent bending vibration components, but the default grid combination does produce a spurious imaginary bending frequency. Unlike CCH, the bending infrared intensities agree well with the largest grid value, but the symmetric and antisymmetric stretching frequencies are in error by −6
and −7 cm −1 , respectively. Use of the Becke partitioning leads not only to increased errors in the stretching frequencies, but to an error of +0.002Å in the optimum bond distance, compared to −0.0003Å with the SSF partitioning. Quite different from the behavior for CCH is the fact that the total energy is now in error by 310 microhartree with the SSF partitioning, and 369 microhartree with the Becke partitioning.
In this particular case, varying the size of the CPKS grid, and particularly of its angular component, does not appear to remedy the problem at hand. Using an unpruned energy grid, however 3 , or using a grid with more radial points, dramatically reduces the error in the computed total energy, bond distance, and frequencies, particularly using the SSF partitioning. In particular, the (99,590)p/(50,194)p integration/CPKS grid combination invoked by "Grid=UltraFine" incurs (with SSF partitioning) no error greater than 1 cm −1 on the frequencies, and reduces the errors in bond distance and total energy to 0.0001Å and 1.5 microhartree, respectively. While it is possible that using the Becke atomic size adjustment procedure (Appendix of Ref. [8] ), in conjuction with the SSF weights, would reduce the sensitivity to the radial grid, we note that using the 'UltraFine' grid combination solves both the CCH angular grid problem and the TaCl 2 radial grid problem, and therefore would seem to be a good choice to invesigate possible grid problems.
For TaCl 2 , performance of the SSF partitioning seems markedly superior to that of the Becke partitioning. As expected, differences between the two partitioning schemes are reduced as the grid is improved, and they yield essentially identical results for the (140, 48, 96) grid.
Lowering the symmetry to C 2v and using the Gaussian 98 defaults results in a slightly bent structure with a ClTaCl angle of 171.1 degrees. As in the case of CCH, the only indication of the numerical problems is in the deviation from zero of the translational and rotational frequencies, but for TaCl 2 the value is 33i cm −1 , making the error for TaCl precision in the bending frequency of CCH would be four times more expensive than the default -rather more time-consuming than desirable, but still an order of magnitude less expensive than the (96,32,64) grid.
C. Harmonic frequencies of Ge 2 H 5 and Ge 2 H 6
Ge 2 H 6 has D 3d symmetry and a structure analogous to ethane. Ge 2 H 5 is best viewed as removing one H from Ge 2 H 6 , which results in C s symmetry; there is only a small change in the structural parameters relative to the parent Ge 2 H 6 molecule.
In Table III we summarize our results for Ge 2 H 5 . In addition to the effect of partitioning and grid size, we also consider the influence of the basis set and of the exchange-correlation functional on the three lowest harmonic frequencies of Ge 2 H 5 . We first consider using the The results using SSF partitioning are very different from those obtained using Becke partitioning; using SSF, even the default "Grid=Fine" is precise to better than 10 cm −1 .
Improving the grid makes much smaller changes for SSF and the "UltraFine" grid in Gaussian 98 (i.e., (99,590)p for energy and gradients, (50,194)p for CPKS) appears to be essentially converged. Note that for the Becke partitioning the "UltraFine" grid also yields essentially converged results.
Adding diffuse functions to the Ge atoms or diffuse and polarization functions to the H atoms does not eliminate the imaginary frequency for the default grid and the Becke partitioning. That is, the problem is not unique to the 6-31G* basis set.
Nor is it unique to the use of a hybrid functional: substituting the BP86 functional for its B3LYP counterpart does not alter the trends with respect to partitioning and grid, the most notable point being the imaginary frequency for the default grid with Becke partitioning.
The Ge 2 H 5 calculations are repeated using the LANL2DZ basis set/ECP combination, and the results are also given in Table III . Unlike the all-electron calculations, there is essentially no difference between Becke and SSF partitioning, and improving the grid has only a very small effect. This is also true for the four-and 14-valence electron Ge ECPs of Hurley et al. [20] . Thus it appears that the difference observed in the all-electron calculations arises from the inner-shell orbitals.
For the default grids and the Becke partitioning, displacing the molecular geometry in the direction of the imaginary mode results in essentially the same geometry and frequencies as found in the C s treatment. That is, lowering the symmetry does not eliminate the imaginary frequency, so the numerical problems are much more obvious than for CCH and TaCl 2 .
Substituting Si for Ge leads to a similar structure, but as shown in complexes was the subject of a very recent joint theoretical-experimental investigation [21] .
At the highest level of theory for R=CH 3 , the complexes are found to be essentially isoenergetic, with the equilibrium between the two being essentially wholly driven by the higher entropy of the cis form: experimentally [21] , a 6:1 cis:trans equilibrium is found at room temperature.
Given the very small energy differences being considered here, as well as the rather flat potential surface of particularly the cis form, grid convergence (not discussed in Ref. [21] )
was obviously a cause for concern here. Upon first optimizing the cis-R=CH 3 case using the default grids and computing vibrational frequencies, we found what appeared to be a local minimum. Upon recomputing the harmonic frequencies with the (99,590)p/(50,194)p integral/CPKS grid combination, we found this structure to be a saddle point of order 3, and only after thirteen geometry optimization cycles using analytical second derivatives (and two months of CPU time on an SGI Origin 2000) was the true minimum structure found. A superimposition of the two structures (created using the MOLDEN [22] molecular viewing program) is displayed in Figure 1 .
While the R=CH 3 case is simply too large to do an exhaustive grid convergence study, we have summarized some data for the R=H case in Table VI While a scatter in the energies does not necessarily imply a corresponding scatter in the CPKS solution, it does not seem entiely implausible that a grid that predicts isomer energy differences on a surface with the wrong sign might yield a Hessian with incorrect curvature if used in the CPKS step.
The smallest grid that at least predicts the correct sign for the cis-trans difference is (50,194)p (about 25% too high in absolute value): using an unpruned grid instead 4 cuts the error in half, as does using the (75,302)p grid. Total energies are however still in error by amounts of about 60 microhartree: fortunately the errors largely cancel. The (99,590)p ("UltraFine") grid agrees to two decimal places with the (140,48,96) reference results; even a grid as large as (99,974) cannot yet achieve 1 microhartree precision in the total energies, which is barely reached for a (99,27,54) grid, and more comfortably for a (99,32,64) grid.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Computed molecular properties using density functional theory in general, and vibrational frequencies in particular, tend to be quite sensitive to the integration grids and partitioning being used in the calculation. Our results corroborate the assertion of SSF that their proposed partitioning scheme is numerically more stable than the Becke partitioning.
While the use of coarse grids in the solution of the CPKS (coupled perturbed Kohn-Sham) equations certainly leads to significant speedups, it can cause spurious negative eigenvalues in the Hessian matrix, or even artifactual loss of vibrational mode degeneracy, in systems as small and uncomplicated as CCH radical. While this problem is alleviated by the use of unpruned grids, this offers no benefit (in terms of CPU time) over the use of a larger pruned grid. For systems involving very heavy elements (e.g. third-row transition metals), grids which are sufficiently fine-meshed for typical first-and second-row systems are no longer adequate. In situations where small pruned grids are inadequate, the use of the corresponding unpruned grid appears to be less efficient than the use of a larger pruned grid.
For the cases considered here, the most efficient grid combination that appears to be for the specific case of the (35,110)p grid. A fix will be incorporated in the next minor release after Rev.A9. The main effect on the data presented in this paper is that the errors in the first two entries in Table 1 become a good deal less dramatic: in particular, the degeneracy of the bend is restored and the errors in ω 3 and I 3 are reduced to -19 cm −1 and 1.2 km/mol, respectively. In addition, we reoptimized the complex in Figure 1 using a patched version of the code with the default grid combination (and using analytical second derivatives as before). The resulting geometry is in much closer agreement with the Grid=UltraFine structure. (The cis-trans difference with the (35,110)p grid in Table VI is not affected materially.) The authors would like to thank Drs. Trucks and Frisch for helpful discussions.
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